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IDENTITY: CAL CRÈME MEL LAGRIMA WHITE PORTIn Portuguese “mel” is “honey” and “lagrima” is “tears”, a term attributed to white ports due to their lush mouthfeel. Cal Crème's creation made here in California displays the best attributes shown by a white port from its native Portugal, but holds back some, by lightening the alcohol and just a bit of the sweetness. The result is a new flavor profile in California wines.PRIDE IN PALATE: SWEET SUPPORTERSWe realize people like us, who appreciate a sweeter wine, have many more taste buds than the average wine drinker, and our palates are quite sensitive. That's why we embarked on creating a high-quality, sweeter wine made with grapes from the best growing regions in Sonoma County.VALUE: REASONABLE, REPUTABLECal Crème Mel Lagrima boasts one of the finest sub appellations and received shining scores in last year's first production. Pricing is well below its competitors in its superior class of wines.
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We realize people like us, who appreciate a sweeter wine, have unusually sensitive palates.
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PERFECT PAIRING: AGED GOUDAThis elegant, viscous wine pairs especially well with textured, dry cheeses, such as aged gouda, with its tiny crystals. Harmony realized in the caramel elements of both. What a wonderful autumn snack, along with a few nuts and our Mel Lagrima.SERVING IDEAS: MERGING AND MATCHINGWhite ports make excellent aperitifs. Drink our Mel Lagrima by itself or mix with tonic or orange liqueur over ice for a unique cocktail. Serve with olives, almonds or walnuts and hot and spicy food.
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SWEET TRENDSETTING: STIGMA VS. STYLESeeing that sales of muscat are up 78% in a one-year period in the United States, we smell a trend. Sweet wines are becoming more popular, partly because of recent research showing that folks who enjoy sweet wines the most have more taste buds than anyone else. Moreover, younger Gen Y drinkers have nothing to prove and find sweet wines an easier entry into wine drinking. This more adventurous generation explores wines from all cultures and ultimately runs into moscato, gewürztraminer and sweeter rieslings along their journey. Cal Crème fulfills the needs of these young drinkers and experienced wine lovers with sensitive palates.
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SCORES:91 POINTSCALIFORNIA WINE DIARY88 POINTSWINE FANATIC92 POINTSBARKER'S WINE JOURNAL
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PLEASE ENJOY OURWINES RESPONSIBLY©2010 Cal Crème Vineyards,Sonoma, California
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WHITE PORT: DISCOVER ITDon't make the mistake of ignoring Red's cousin, White. White port, that is. This wine has been under the radar, but Paulo Baco came to Cal Crème knowing the winery would be excited with his new ideas, and immediately proposed the innovation of a wine to fit the profile of the winery and satisfy the growing demand for wines to suit sensitive palates. He knew the answer was white port made in a slightly lighter style. This wine is richer and fruitier than a sherry or vermouth, but not quite as thick or sweet as a dessert wine, like muscat. However, Baco does use the muscat grape to make the port, resulting in the caramel character and viscosity he seeks. The outcome satisfies the palates of drinkers across the spectrum.WINEMAKING: NEW JOINS OLDBorn in Pinhão, within the Douro Valley of Portugal, winemaker Paulo Baco brings years of experience in the creation of ports to California. Here, he has found freedom to experiment with the blessing of Cal Crème. Baco ferments the juice in stainless steel barrels, then, as with most ports, adds a neutral grape alcohol partway through the fermentation, which stops the fermentation process. Natural sweetness remains and alcohol level elevates to 17%, while traditional white ports can go up to 20%. The wine is then transferred to French oak barrels for several years' aging, where it develops its rich mouthfeel and toffee-like flavor.
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